
CONTRIBUTOR 
GUIDE

keeping the community connected

It is recommended that before submitting an article for use within the 
magazine, you read these guidelines carefully.

 
The readership of this publication will be made up of the residents and 
business owners of Shefford & Clifton, plus anyone else who picks up a 

copy of the magazine in one of our many distribution points
 
 

Editorial content in LivingLife Magazine is intended to inform and captivate the reader by profiling unique individuals and experiences that are 
timely and socially relevant. We look for articles that are issue-driven and combine an engaging and well-told story with nuts-and-bolts how-to 
information.
Wherever possible and applicable, efforts should be made to provide sources where readers can find out more about the subject, or ways in which 
readers can become involved in the issue covered.
In articles that discuss development or volunteer work, writers should try to structure their pieces as narratives – with anecdotes, quotations 
and a sense of story – and to include as much context as possible based on reliable sources – on the particular region featured, the local 
community and the benefits (or lack thereof) of the work being done. Writers should also read past issues to ensure that those issues have not 
already been covered.
Provide accompanying photos if at all possible. (provide good quality photographs in high resolution preferably in 300dpi. If you are unable to 
provide your own photos, it is important that you tell us where we can obtain quality photos to accompany your story)
The Writer - Tell us a bit about yourself. Let us know what qualifications you have to write about this topic. Tell us where you have been 
previously published if applicable.
Article length - Half Page: approx. 400 words. Full Page: approx. 800 words - Note: this is just a guide and based on full text (not allowing for 
photos)

Please note that any material resembling "advertorial", promotional writing or material that covers a specific organisation in an overtly 
promotional way will not be considered.
If your story is about one particular organisation or company, try to focus your discussion on the industry as a whole or broaden your coverage to 
mention other organisations that are doing similar work in the same field.
Should you be interested in an Advertorial piece, please view our rate card.

We fully intend to publish all articles received by our contributors; however, LivingLife reserves the right to not publish an article for any 
reason we deem relevant. We also have the right to allocate the article to an edition of our choosing.
Please inform us if any portion or concept of your submission has been previously published or is being considered for publication anywhere 
else in the world. This includes social networking websites, forums, blogs, etc. Also if you believe the article may be subject to copyright.
Please note, during the editing process, it may be necessary to amend the provided content structure, length, layout in order to fit into the 
style of the publication. Please note, we always provide final proofs to our authors for approval before proceeding to print.
Articles accepted for publication in LivingLife Magazine may also appear on the LivingLife Magazine website, in an electronic version or across 
our social media platforms (note, we will of course include a link back to the author)
Please note we don’t provide payment for our contributors articles, however we are able to provide the following linkbacks including: Name / 
Contact Number / website / social media address

What makes a good article:

What not to send us:

Editing & publication:

Please forward all article copy in either Word or PDF format to admin@livinglifemagazine.co.uk


